Dear Pop,

glad to get you letter I hope you pass your insurance examination. I can imagine how bored you must feel staying at home everyday, as women's daily conversation is rarely interesting to any whose been used to hearing the well colored stories of the "Boys".

All kidding aside, I'll bet you'll be glad to get in the harness again.

Last night I went to play I think you would have enjoyed seeing for old times sake. It was a play given by members Mason & Abbott Halls, called "Privity on Corn". It was one of those "off the stove cook" college plays they had fellows all fixed up like girls.
Some of the new jokes had to be censored when they found out the Clean 7 Women was among the happy throng. It was run off in "Hellzapoppin" style with guys in the audience etc. On the whole it was pretty good. Of course there were some bad spots in it but we got heck out of seeing the fellows doing a lot of crazy stunts.

Well I'll say so-long for now and Take 'er cool As Ever

Bumps
Mr. Herbert Baer
Hamburg, New York
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